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About This Game
Solve tricky puzzles in a world full of mysterious secrets. Make steampunk styled flowers bloom using the power of light rays to
unveil new worlds. In a relaxed, no pressure environment players immerse themselves into this beautifully designed virtual
reality.
Guide and adjust the light rays, change their colors to match the flowers, use mirrors, prisms, magnets, teleporters and more to
direct them to where they need to be.
Carpe Lucem challenges and entertains players by transferring classical 2D puzzles into the virtual space. They learn new
fascinating aspects quickly. Now puzzle elements can be moved literally in the third dimension. But not only that: They can also
be arranged 360 degrees all around the player. Sounds simple but it creates a whole new way of interacting and playing mind
teasing puzzle games and it is indeed a perfect introduction to Virtual Reality.
Features
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Three mystical worlds await discovery.
Adaptive soundtrack.
Optimized VR engine delivers 90 FPS per eye, avoiding any symptoms of motion sickness.
Can be played standing or sitting down.
Works with Oculus DK2/Rift and HTC Vive.
Full 360 degree view tracked by headset.
Supports regular game controllers as well as Vive Motion Controllers.
Perfect for Room Scale VR.
Target platforms: Windows PC
Includes level editor to create your own puzzles, use your headset to create and edit in actual VR. Vive Motion controller
required.
Share user generated levels via Steam Workshop.

PRESS QUOTES
Fascinating room filling light puzzles
4Players - 82%
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Title: Carpe Lucem - Seize The Light VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hammer Labs
Publisher:
Application Systems Heidelberg
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016
b4d347fde0

English
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The game is very atmospheric, did not immediately understand what to do , but it's a matter of ten minutes. Very beautiful ingame graphics and well captured atmosphere of terror! Many times they started, the adrenaline kicked in! Very cool!
10 out of 10!. Thanks, Very nice paints. Enjoying driving with them so much. Recommended.. I find the concept of this game
to be promising; at this early stage its hard to tell if it will be great or if it just could have that feel of how it could have been
great; The biggest drawback i have had is the initial learning curve its very hard to understand how to do simple tasks and the
tutorial such as it is is next to useless.
But with time and refinement this game concept could become amazing.
I recommend the developers take a look at a space RTS game like Homeworld and give some thought to how they may integrate
these concepts in a true 3D space environment rather than a pseudo 3D - 2D one as they have now.
I wait eager to see the direction you take this game as it grows.. I waste off time for great tower defence ??? worth it, cheap, and
soo hard.
Easy mode like extreme mode, try it. The movement of your players matters. Run or Pass the ball? Plan it out on your tactical
board. How much time will you have in this turn? This is easier to determine as the posessing team since you have an advantage
in dominating the course of the game, nonetheless the defending team may have good insight and read the game.
This is a simulatenous-turn game with an abstract play field. The geometry of the field is your playground. A plan worth 5 - 10
of your minutes thinking about it is compressed into a 5 - 10 second exchange that will reveal your success.
This is the tactical 1v1 game I have been looking for. One one hand, it has the benefits of being turn-based, like board games
typically are. On the other hand, it's based on the advantages of being a computer game which is reflected in the wonderful UI
as well as in the rules and in the mechanics. I enjoy the tactical depth of this game very much.. Bought this sim as a replacement
for Phoenix RC... Setup is easy with Taranis but as far as flying Planes and Quads its pretty terrible. I would not recommend
spending the money on this if you want to practice flying planes. Quads = use liftoff. Planes = use old Phoenix or ???. VERY
BIG THANKS LUNA!! For me the game is perfect. VERY BIG THANKS!!

. Not even worth $1.00. I mean you just float around in circles then its over. Also i never get motion sick but this game its bad.
Seriously save your $1.00 this is garbage. The trading cards is the only thing thats worth getting the game. chipping is the most
annoying thing about this game but other than that i would recommend. i like the putting although most people dont but thats
just because they havent gotten used to it yet because its not really like other games. the gridlines are
pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and dont do much but you can kind of use them to figure out where to aim the
ball but really you get used to the greens by playing them a few times. also the difficulty levels are strange but to start with
they're good enough to be a good challenge.
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Disclaimer the first: if you're looking for a flight simulator, buy Flight Simulator.
Disclaimer the second: I haven't played an Ace Combat game since Ace Combat 2 on PS1; thus, I have no idea how this entry
compares to Ace Combats 3 through 6.
And so, to business...
I'm nowhere near finished the game, but after a couple of hours and a few missions, I'm happy to say that this is essentially what
I remember about Ace Combat 2, only souped up with (and for) modern technology. It's straight-up arcadey action with some
delightful dogfighting and a shiteload of unlockable goodies. Naturally, the first jet I went ahead and unlocked was the F-14
Tomcat, because...well, because I saw Top Gun one time. You can choose from a plethora of different weaponry, tailoring your
choices to the mission at hand.
Graphics are solid, but won't blow your mind. Controls are tight and responsive, to the point that you can pull off some zany
maneuvers that are sure to make you feel like king of the sky (the advanced controls take a bit of getting used to, but are worth
the effort). The story is...a story, but it serves its purpose of connecting the missions together without dragging on too long or
getting too cheesy (though it straddles the line at times).
At this early stage of playing, I can easily recommend it for those on the fence, though I can't really say if it's worth a full-price
purchase. Pick it up on sale and you're golden.. Just purchased this OST and I like it so much.. ... so many memories of this
game .... I really enjoyed this DLC, the enemies are more balanced than the last one's and I think enjoy the map layout and size
a lot more. It does a great job extenting the Iron Keep area in a fun way, and reminds me of the mines (my favorite area) from
Demon's Souls in a lot of ways.
+Minotaur helmet made it all worth it.. Lol, this game doesn't even have an options menu, have fun playing in stretched out 800
X 600.. No matter how I look at it, it's a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665move to remove parts of bundle without
telling anyone and keep price the same. It doesn't cost its money now.. As there is nowadays a big influx of shooters games on
steam there is starting to be somewhat of a crowd at the bottom of the pile.
This game is down there in the pile. It may perhaps be more on top of that pile as there are worse shooters but that doesnt help
much. Why so? As other reviews have accurately described this game suffers from hard to tell hit collision as enemies alter
altitude and often approach you from behind. I'd also add that pacing is a problem. Evidence? Find a Let's play video about the
first level -> notice the attack patterns and hit boxes? Long long chains of repeating patterns come at you. And then without
much ado the boss crawls forth to battle you.
I must also point out it's by far biggest sin: Pricing. there are other shooter games that i won't be naming that score points as they
are simply so incredibly cheap you can get them for some coins and they give you that 30-60min of mediocre fun. This one is
overpriced and gets annoying quickly and thus it's price\/quality is bonkers.
I like to see past problems of games and find redeeming qualities in them that would make them different and perhaps place
them in a niche. Alas i can't find any redeeming qualities in this game considering the competition on steam AND pricing.. The
only true MMO in first person out there. This game is, in many ways, what ESO should have been. It lacks polish, and can be
very tedious at times (just like any MMO though), but this is certainly the kind of game everyone should at least try out.
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